

    
	

	    
	    		        A global production company with offices in New York, Los Angeles and London. The company develops and produces all forms of media including commercials, Film, TV, Music Videos and Digital Content that represents some of the top filmmakers globally.
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            Rory Kennedy Brings “The Synanon Fix” to HBO        


        
            From drug treatments to cult-like activities, Rory and her husband and producing partner Mark Bailey explore the Synanon Movement.

        


    




                    
                
                    



    


    


    

        
            Henry & Rel’s Latest Documentary Tells ‘A Gucci Story’        


        
            Gucci unveils ‘Who is Sabato De Sarno? A Gucci Story,’ a documentary directed by Ariel Schulman and Henry Joost.
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        Rory Kennedy Brings “The Synanon Fix” to HBO.
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            Lee Hirsch’s New Documentary Set To Screen at DOC NYC        


        
            This moving film explores the possibility of what high school can be for students everywhere.

        


    




                    
                
                    



    


    


    

        
            Moxie Pictures Signs Director Rory Kennedy for Global Representation        


        
            Rory’s work spans streamers and broadcast networks including Netflix, HBO, National Geographic, and Hulu. 

        


    




                    
                
            


        


        

            
            
                Representing some of the most talented filmmakers in the world, we produce TV spots, branded content, television shows & feature films. And we happen to think we’re pretty good at it…

Download the submission policy

We comply with the GDPR and any data held by us is held on the following basis provided in the GDP: Consent, Contract, Legal Obligation, Vital interests, Public task or legitimate interest and is only such datatypically name, email,phone number and address- necessary for us to contact you and payment details if we pay money to you. If you have any issues or would like to read our data protection policy or object to us holding your data and would like us to delete it please email: admin@moxiepictures.com

                            


        


    


	


    

	


